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Abstract. Programming goal-oriented behavior in collective adaptive
systems is complex, requires high effort, and is failure-prone. If the sys-
tem’s user wants to deploy it in a real-world environment, hurdles get
even higher: Programs urgently require to be situation-aware. With our
framework Maple, we previously presented an approach for easing the
act of programming such systems on the level of particular robot capa-
bilities. In this paper, we extend our approach for ensemble programming
with the possibility to address virtual swarm capabilities encapsulating
collective behavior to whole groups of agents. By using the respective
concepts in an extended version of hierarchical task networks and by
adapting our self-organization mechanisms for executing plans resulting
thereof, we can achieve that all agents, any agent, any other set of agents,
or a swarm of agents execute (swarm) capabilities. Moreover, we extend
the possibilities of expressing situation awareness during planning by
introducing planning variables that can get modified at design-time or
run-time as needed. We illustrate the possibilities with examples each.
Further, we provide a graphical front-end offering the possibility to gener-
ate mission-specific problem domain descriptions for ensembles including
a light-weight simulation for validating plans.

Keywords: Task orchestration · HTN-Planning · Swarm behavior ·
Robot swarms · Multi-agent systems · Multipotent systems

1 Motivation

The range of versatile applications for collective adaptive systems and espe-
cially for multi-robot systems steadily increased during the last years due to the
potential benefits these applications can deliver for research, our daily life, or
society in general. We can find examples that already profit from this develop-
ment everywhere, e.g., for research in space exploration [18] or meteorological
science [4,13,22], for autonomous search and rescue in major catastrophe scenar-
ios [2,15], among many others. One crucial hurdle that every application needs to
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Fig. 1. Fire-fighter orchestrating an ensemble to deal with a forest fire scenario.

take before a user can actually profit from it is that of proper task-orchestration
for the collective. Unfortunately, the current trend is that instead of aiming for
a generic solution for that problem, every single new application requires a new
software approach for its realization [3,9]. Besides varying hardware require-
ments [21], the often high complexity of performing specific goal-oriented task
orchestration and planning for such ensembles hinders the reuse of previously
successfully applied approaches for a broader set of applications. Achieving a
general approach becomes even more complex as tasks show a high versatility
or the user requires the ensemble to act in different problem domains. With our
approach Maple [12], we already developed a task orchestration and execution
framework for multipotent robot ensembles [15] having the potential to fill that
gap. In multipotent systems, robot ensembles being homogeneous at design time
can become heterogeneous concerning their capabilities at run-time by combin-
ing physical reconfiguration on the hardware level with self-awareness [10].

In this paper, we demonstrate how we extend our approach to Maple-Swarm
for supporting the operation of whole collectives by introducing the concepts
of agent groups and virtual swarm capabilities. Swarm capabilities encapsulate
collective behavior, where the local interaction of individuals provides useful
emergent effects on the ensemble level, e.g., for distributing in an area with
a potential field algorithm [20] or searching for the highest concentration of
a parameter with an adapted particle swarm optimization algorithm [23]. We
assume that we can alternate the specific swarm behavior with different param-
eters for the swarm capability like we present in [11]. To integrate these new
concepts, we adapt to how we perform the designing, task planning, and task
allocation process of Maple. In Maple-Swarm, we further extend the concept of
hierarchical task networks (HTN) [6] we use for defining partial plans for specific
situations and for generating situation-aware plans with automated planning at
run-time. With agent groups, addressing all agents, any agent, a set of agents,
or a swarm of agents, we extend the flexibility the multipotent system has for
executing tasks. We thereby further increase the autonomy of multipotent robot
ensembles that can choose which concrete agents adopt the respective roles at
run-time in a self-organized manner while still preserving the possibility for the
user to keep control over actions of particular robots, when necessary.
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The running example we use for illustration purposes assumes a fire-fighter
requiring to handle a forest fire scenario (cf. Fig. 1). Within a defined area, fires
may ignite spontaneously. The fire-fighter needs to instruct its available ensemble
of mobile robots to move to that area, continuously observe it, identify new fires,
and extinguish them as fast as possible. Because of the size of the area, the high
amount of robots available, and other urgent tasks only a human can accomplish,
it is not always a feasible option for the fire-fighter to manually define routes
for all robots or to react ad-hoc to newly identified fires. Instead, the fire-fighter
wants to specify how the ensemble should react in different situations on an
abstract level and let the system act appropriately and as autonomously as
possible. Then, the system should decide on what to do according to its current
state and that of the environment, e.g., by applying useful collective behavior.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 5 we subsume
approaches for solving the problem of task orchestration for ensembles. In Sect. 2,
we briefly reflect on the current state of Maple and its integration in our reference
architecture for multipotent systems and illustrate our objectives. In Sect. 3, we
propose our solution Maple-Swarm. In Sect. 4 we demonstrate the functionality
of our approach for the firefighter scenario as proof of concepts. In Sect. 6 we
conclude our findings and point out possible future research challenges.

2 Current State and Objectives

In multipotent systems, we generally differentiate between the user device and
the multipotent ensemble consisting of multiple agents implementing a layered
software architecture (cf. Fig. 2). The user device offers the possibility for design-
ing problem domain definitions and thereby acts as an interface to the multi-
potent ensemble. The different layers each agent in the multipotent ensemble
implements encapsulate their own functionality and communication pattern.

Fig. 2. Simplified multipotent systems refer-
ence architecture for ensembles from [10].

On the lowest layer, we enable
hardware access to self-descriptive
hardware with the semantic hard-
ware layer. A self-awareness mech-
anism that detects changes in the
respective agent’s physical hard-
ware configuration updates the set
of capabilities the agent knows it
can currently execute with that
hardware autonomously [7]. On
the superordinate agent layer and
ensemble layer, we implement the
necessary self-organization mecha-
nisms to form ensembles with a
market-based task allocation app-
roach [14] and to autonomously exe-
cute tasks [13] introduced by the
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task layer. On task layer, we evaluate the user-specified problem domain def-
inition against the current state of the world the system is currently aware of
and generate plans for this situation with an automated planner. We integrated
this automated planner in our approach for a multi-agent script programming
language for multipotent ensembles (Maple) [12]. There, we extend the approach
of hierarchical task network (HTN) planning [5] for defining a problem domain
and generating plans. We prefer this approach of plan-space planning over that
of state-space planning [8] because of its efficiency and a higher level of control in
real-world applications [6]. Plans in HTN are not “invented” by the planner (as in
state-space planners), but selected and combined from a set of predefined partial
plans. This achieves more control over the system where it is urgently needed,
e.g., our fire-fighter scenario from Sect. 1. We use partial plans to define how
robots need to execute capabilities for successfully accomplishing the plan, i.e.,
define partial plans on the level of the particular robot’s capabilities. According
to the situation of the system that is defined by the world state, the automated
planning in Maple then can generate plans that are relevant for the respective
situation. The multipotent system itself then updates the world state by exe-
cuting plans and thereby generates new situations. To make plans executable,
Maple includes a mechanism to transform generated plans into executable tasks
that include necessary coordination information. We provide the possibility to
define sequential, concurrent, alternative, and repeated as well as parallel and
synchronized capability execution. For the concrete execution of plans, we let
the multipotent system autonomously form appropriate ensembles at run-time.

Challenges for Maple-Swarm: For integrating agent groups and swarm capa-
bilities encapsulating collective behavior in Maple-Swarm, we obviously need to
adjust the way we design problem domains and generate plans for ensembles.
While in Maple, we can already design tasks for the ensemble by using a common
knowledge base enlisting all possible robot capabilities including their param-
eters and return values, we need to adapt this knowledge base accordingly for
swarm capabilities. For the valid application of the application of swarms we
present in the following, we assume swarms of robots to be ensembles of poten-
tially heterogeneously configured robots that nevertheless are capable of exe-
cuting the capabilities necessary for the respective swarm behavior (e.g., move
with a certain movement vector, communicate measurements with each other).
While we do not want to investigate the concrete execution of swarm capabilities
here (we focus on this in [11]), we nevertheless require to define an appropriate
interface including possible parameters and return types of swarm capabilities.
This is necessary for initializing the task designer interface that requires a fully
described capability knowledge base as well as for using return values of swarm
capabilities during plan design and planning. We thus need to integrate the
results of swarm capabilities in our concept of planning variables and adapt our
planning mechanism accordingly. Further, we require to integrate the concepts
for the respective agent groups we want to enable the problem domain designer
to make use of in partial plans.
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Addressing a group of robots with agent groups in a swarm capability requires
an adaptation of the market based, self-awareness enabled task-allocation mecha-
nism [13] we currently use in Maple for executing plans. To achieve this adapta-
tion, we need to address two related challenges: Our task-allocation mechanism
relies on the self-awareness information describing whether a robot can provide
all required robot capabilities a task requires, delivered by the semantic hard-
ware layer (cf. Fig. 2). Each robot uses this information it has available locally
for validating its fitness for participating in that task. In case of a task requiring
a swarm capability, we need to derive necessary self-awareness information on
whether the robot can execute the task according to the capability’s parametriza-
tion at run-time. A specific robot might be able to provide a swarm capability
implementing a dedicated collective behavior for some parametrization but not
for all : In case the swarm capability encapsulates the collective behavior of an
adapted particle swarm optimization (PSO) [23] algorithm like we present in [10],
the search parameter can require a wide range of different robot capabilities for
performing measurements, depending on the concrete parameter specified by the
user. The robot does not necessarily have all of these capabilities available and
thus is not capable of participating in all possible instances of the swarm capa-
bility. Thus, we need to extend our self-awareness mechanism to not only provide
information on whether a capability is available but also if it is executable, i.e.,
if the particular agent has all capabilities available that the swarm capability
addresses with its specific parameters.

We further need to enable the task-allocation mechanism to deal with agent
groups. In Maple [12], we can transform generated plans into tasks that address
specific agents at any time (e.g., directly after planning). Now, we need to per-
form this transformation with respect to the current situation at run-time before
we allocate them to actual robots. While in Maple, capabilities included in par-
tial plans directly address particular agents, this is no longer the case in Maple-
Swarm. Partial plans can contain any combination of capabilities, either address-
ing particular agents or any type of agent group. Thus, we require to adapt the
requirements for tasks included in plans concerning the set of necessary capa-
bilities a robot must provide for being able to work on that task accordingly.
We need to do this appropriately for all possible combinations of capabilities
addressing particular agents, any agent, all agents, a set of agents, or a swarm
of agents. Also when a plan includes these agent groups, we need to determine
the tasks we actually require and generate them at run-time.

Assumptions: We assume that in the simplified multipotent system, we eval-
uate our task orchestration framework with and perform task allocation in to
validate the functionality of Maple-Swarm, we already have an appropriately
configured system to abstract from physical reconfiguration needed otherwise.
If necessary, we can create such situations, e.g., with our self-organized resource
allocation mechanism we already proposed in [7].
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Fig. 3. The problem domain definition interface, here used for swarm capabilities.

3 Approach

In the following, we extend the possibilities available for defining the problem
domain with the concepts of configurable, virtual swarm capabilities, and agent
groups. Further, we describe how we extend our current graphical designer
interface based on HTN, illustrate the necessary adaptations to our plan-
ning algorithm, and the transformation process for generating executable tasks
from plans. Moreover, we describe how we adapt the self-awareness and self-
organization approach for task allocation accordingly. We refer to the human
creating a problem domain description in the form of Maple-Swarm hierarchical
task networks HT N with our graphical tool as the designer. Further, we call
our algorithm creating plans ρ ∈ P for the executing multipotent system as the
planner P. In our HT N and ρ resulting from executing P on the HT N and the
world state ws (holding the current variable assignments), we use the concept
of planning agents αρ ∈ Aρ to define roles of responsibility within a plan. To
robots that adopt roles in ρ and that form an ensemble E for executing that plan
at run-time, we refer to as executing agents αe ∈ Ae instead (Fig. 3).

3.1 Extending the Knowledge Base for Swarm Capabilities

In Maple, we already enlist possible (physical) robot capabilities cp ∈ Cp

including their necessary set of parameters and their return values as a triple
〈cp,parcp ,retcp〉 in a capability knowledge base. Cp are such capabilities a robot
can execute alone with physically available hardware, e.g., measure the concen-
tration of a gas of type g with a gasg sensor. For a physical capability cp

mv-pos,
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Fig. 4. Addressing cv
pso ∈ Cv to a swarm

of min = 4 and max = 8 agents and cp
str ∈

Cp to any agent of this swarm.

Fig. 5. Parallely addressing cp
temp ∈ Cp

to an agent set {αρ
1, α

ρ
3, α

ρ
5} and cp

gasg
∈

Cp to αρ
3 and then cp

mv-pos ∈ Cp to all
agents

that moves a robot to a certain position, e.g., the designer can find an entry
defining the respective parameter parcp

mv-pos

:= 〈x,y,z〉 and the return value
retcp

mv-pos

:= 〈x,y,z〉 within the knowledge base. The designer can use all entries
in the capability knowledge base to include them in partial plans ρpart and
address them to planning agents αρ ∈ Aρ within the problem domain descrip-
tion in the HT N . For expressing this association between capabilities and αρ ∈
Aρ, we use operators (op in our figures). We now extend this knowledge base with
virtual swarm capabilities cv ∈ Cv ⊂ C, i.e., cp ∈ Cp ⊂ C and Cp ∩ Cv = ∅ and
Cp ∪ Cv = C by adding their respective information. This enables the designer
to define ρpart addressing any capability, no matter whether it is physical or
virtual (cf. Sect. 3.1, addressing a swarm-agent introduced in Sect. 3.2). Despite
there is a great difference in executing a cv instead of a cp because all cv ∈ Cv

can only be executed by whole collectives while all cp ∈ Cp also by particular
robots alone, we enable the designer to abstract from the details when designing
any ρpart for the problem domain. To include a virtual swarm capability, e.g., for
executing PSO algorithm to determine the position of the highest concentration
of a certain gasg (cf. Sect. 3.1), we thus include an entry for cv

pso
∈ Cv with

the parameter parcv
pso

:= gasg and the identified position retcv
pso

:= 〈x,y,z〉
(cf. Sect. 3.1). This enables the designer to use virtual capabilities similar to
physical capabilities.

3.2 Extending the Maple Domain Description Model

For creating a HT N and the partial plans ρpart it contains, the designer can
use all elements of our extended HTN planning approach from [12], i.e., com-
pound nodes (cn), primitive nodes (pn), world state modification nodes (ws),
re-planning nodes (rp), as well as our concept for looped execution of nodes.
A partial plan ρpart thus consists of nodes containing information the designer
requires the system to execute, e.g., ρpart1 := [pn1,pn2,ws,rp] ∈ HT N . In con-
trast to cn (a commonly known element of HTN [6]) we use for structuring the
HT N and for achieving situation awareness concerning the world-state during
planning (cf. Sect. 3.3), all other nodes can occur in a plan ρ and thus contain
instructions the multipotent system should execute. We now describe the new
possibilities the designer has to define instructions in these other nodes.
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Planning Agent Groups and Virtual Swarm Capabilities: In Maple,
one specific plan ρ can contain one or more pn that can assign capabilities to
different planning agents αρ ∈ Aρ in multiple operators (op). Thereby, each ρ
generates requirements for executing agents αe ∈ Ae to be met at run-time.
We distinguish between multiple classes of planning agents. Particular planning
agents αρ

i ∈ Aρ
I ⊂ Aρ can be reused across the plan. To adopt the role of an αρ

i

we consequently require αe
i to provide all capabilities assigned to αρ

i within ρ in
any node. While it was only possible to require the execution of a capability from
such a specific αρ

i in Maple [12] (cf. Sect. 3.1), we now allow the designer to also
specify that a swarm of agents αρ

{min

max
}, all agents αρ

∀, any agent αρ
∃, or a set of

particular agents {αρ
1, ..., α

ρ
n} need to execute a specific capability in an operator.

This becomes necessary for swarm capabilities cv ∈ Cv encapsulating collective
behavior (cf. Sect. 3.1). We can not or even do not want to determine precisely
how many executing agents αe ∈ Ae in an ensemble should execute a swarm
capability cv ∈ Cv at run-time. An ensemble executing cv

pso
∈ Cv (cf. Sect. 3.1),

e.g., can achieve the desired emergent effect with very different swarm sizes
and thus we want to decide on the number of participating entities at run-time
rather than at design-time concerning the current situation the system finds
itself located in. Nevertheless, there may be minimum and maximum bounds
for swarm behavior to emerge at all and stay efficient [1]. For enabling the
designer to define such bounds, we introduce a swarm-agent αρ

{min

max
} ∈ Aρ

S ⊂ Aρ.
This can become handy, e.g., if at least min and at most max agents should
execute cv

pso
(cf. primitive node search in Fig. 4). An execution agent can take

the role of up to one αρ
i and additionally adopt any number of swarms-agent

roles. Thus, we can also express the concept of any-agent αρ
∃ = αρ

{1

1
} as a specific

swarm-agent. With an operator addressing a capability in ρ to the all-agent
with αρ

∀ ∈ Aρ
∀ ⊂ Aρ, the designer can achieve that all i agents in an ensemble E

= {αe
1, ..., α

e
i } created at run-time need to execute the associated capability (Aρ

I ,
Aρ

S , and Aρ
∀ are pairwise disjunct sets). This can be useful, e.g., when all agents

should gather at a dedicated position pos1 by executing cp
mv-pos after measuring

parameters of interest at different locations (cf. pn gather in Fig. 5). Similarly,
by associating a capability with an agent-set {αρ

1, ..., α
ρ
n} ⊆ Aρ

I , the designer
can require that a concretely specified set of particular agents {αe

1, ..., α
e
n} ⊆ E

executes the associated capability (cf. measuring temperature with cp
temp in pn

measure in Fig. 5). Like with associating a capability to a particular planning
agent αρ

i in an operator, the designer can reference to a single planning agent
with the any-agent αρ

∃. Both αρ
i and αρ

∃, require that one αe ∈ E executes the
capability at run-time. But instead of determining a particular role αρ

i at design-
time that needs to execute all capabilities in ρ assigned to αρ

i , using αρ
∃ allows

for any αe to take the role of αρ
∃ in addition to any role it already took. This

means that any one of {αe
1, α

e
2, α

e
3} adopting the roles {αρ

1, α
ρ
2, α

ρ
3} later on can

also execute the capabilities assigned to αρ
∃. This can also be useful when using

αρ
{min

max
} in plans, e.g., if after determining a point of interest with cv

pso
, anyone of

the agents that executed cv
pso

should stream a video from that point of interest
with cp

str (cf. pn observe in Fig. 4). While we introduce the swarm-, all-, set-,
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Fig. 6. Modify var1 at planning time pws Fig. 7. Modify pos at run-time rws

and any-agent having virtual swarm capabilities in mind, a designer can also
make use of them for addressing physical capabilities Cp. To indicate to the
designer, that for executing a virtual swarm capability we require a collective
and not a particular planning agent, we restrict the possibilities the designer has
for addressing any cv ∈ Cv to the respective planning agents.

Planning Variables: We further extend the concept of variables we use for
expressing situations of the world state in our problem domain description, aim-
ing for more flexibility and expressiveness. The designer now can require that
values of variables update dynamically in partial plans not only during planning
time but also at run-time. Moreover, we extend the way how updated variable
values can be used within parameters of capabilities and in conditions, we eval-
uate during execution or planning. During planning time, we can update vari-
able values only by explicitly using planning time world-state modification nodes
(pws) in partial plans [12]. A pws node can contain one or multiple assignments
to variables where the left side is a variable and the right side is an expression
containing variables or constants, e.g., {var1 := 1}, {var2 := 2 · var1}, or {var1

:= 1, var2 := 2}. This can be useful, e.g., if we want to create plans contain-
ing iterative behavior. We can achieve such by using a variable in a capability’s
parameter and in a condition the planner P evaluates during planning at the
same time. If, e.g., we require an ensemble to repeat a primitive node containing
cp
mv-pos with parcp

mv-pos

:= 〈0, 0, var1〉 for 10 iterations, where var1 is a variable we
update during planning, we can achieve this by explicitly updating the value of
var1 in a pws node (cf. Fig. 6).

We further extend our problem domain description in a way that we can
also use the results of capability executions to update variable values during
run-time. If we want to use variables updated that way, we need to differentiate
between two cases concerning the way we want to use them in partial plans. A)
When we use variables in primitive nodes that are updated by the executing
ensemble during run-time within the same partial plan, there is no need for
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Fig. 8. if/else block evaluating the result
of cp

dnf that can detect fires.
Fig. 9. while block, terminated if a fire
is detected.

making these updates explicit within world state modification nodes. Because the
ensemble executing the plan produces the new variable value itself by executing
the respective capability, it is aware of that update and thus can use it in a
following pn. In the partial plan in Fig. 4, e.g., we can use the result r1 from
executing cv

pso
in the pn search as a parameter for cp

str in the pn observe after
storing the result r1 with a rws node in the variable pos which we can use in a
subsequent rp node. B) When we use the results of any capability’s execution
contained in one specific partial plan ρpart1 in another partial plan ρpart2 , we
require to make the update to that variable explicit within a run-time world
state modification node (rws). We can use this if we do not necessarily want
the ensemble executing ρpart1 to be the same than that executing ρpart2 . If, e.g.,
in contrast to the example in Fig. 4 we want to explicitly let another ensemble
consisting of αρ

1 execute cp
str instead of the ensemble executing cv

pso
, we can

store the result of cv
pso

in an additional variable (pos) in a rws node. Now, we
can still access pos after finishing the value-producing plan during a subsequent
re-planning that is aware of the update in pn observe (cf. Fig. 7). We further
can use rws to generate even more situation awareness, e.g., decide on the next
pn according to the result of a capability’s execution with conditional successor
nodes (cf. Figs. 8 and 9). Each pn in a ρpart ∈ HT N can have any number of
conditional successors assigned with variables in addition to a default successor
(cf. planning variables in Sect. 3.2), evaluated by the ensemble at run-time.

3.3 Extending the Maple Planner

Executing the automated planner P on an HT N and its accompanying world
state ws (that holds the current values of relevant variables), i.e., applying P

(HT N , ws), results in a plan ρ and a modified version of ws. Depending on
the current situation represented in an up-to-date world state (updated by pre-
vious capability executions or world state modifications, cf. planning variables
in Sect. 3.2), this ρ then connects partial plans (using ⊕) from HT N whose
execution the designer intended to be necessary for that situation (cf. Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Because val = 1 in the world state, P (HT N ,
ws) results in the plan ρ = [split1] ⊕ (ρpart

1 ⊕ ρpart

4 |
ρpart

2 ), consisting of two concurrent sequences.

By evaluating condi-
tions on variables in the
world state, P decomposes
a compound node cn into
a HT N ’, which is a sub-
component of the original
HT N . Each HT N ’ then
includes the associated par-
tial plans, i.e., when decom-
posing cn root in Fig. 10a
with the variable val = 1,
the resulting HT N ’ con-
sists of the subordinated
partial plans ρpart1 :=
[pt1, pt2, pt5, pt6], ρpart2 :=
[pt3, pt4], and a successor
ρpart4 := [pt7] (ρpart3 :=
[pt5, pt6] is not included).
If the designer intends to
have multiple concurrent
plans, the designer can add

multiple concurrent successors to a decomposition node. If a decomposition node
with concurrent successors is encountered when running P (HT N , ws), then a
split node(e.g., split1 in Fig. 10) connects the concurrent partial plans resulting
in the plan ρ = [split1] ⊕ (ρpart1 | ρpart2 ), where the | operator indicates that
those partial plans can be executed concurrently. Using split nodes results in a
plan consisting not only of one but multiple sequences as the output executing P,
each consisting of concatenated partial plans (cf. Fig. 10b). To make explicit how
these concurrent sequences of partial plans are concatenated, a split node speci-
fies which sequence continues the original plan (cf. double lined arrow in Fig. 10b)
and which are concurrent sequences. If the cn is decomposed and has a default
successor (e.g., ρpart4 ), then this successor gets concatenated with the previous
original plan, i.e., ρ = [split1] ⊕ (ρpart1 ⊕ ρpart4 | ρpart2 ) in Fig. 10. The operation
ρpart1 ⊕ρpart4 sets the starting node of ρpart4 as the default successor of each node
in ρpart1 which has no default successor yet. In contrast to cn and pws, the other
nodes pn, rws, and rp are effectively included in a plan ρ if they occur in a
partial plan ρpart that P selects during planning. By using a rp, the designer can
enforce the generation of new plans at run-time. rp nodes hold a reference to
another node of the HT N indicating where to start a subsequent execution of
P at run-time with updated variables in the world state (cf. planning variables
in Sect. 3.2).
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3.4 Extending the Self-awareness and Market-Based
Task-Allocation

We extend our local self-awareness mechanism to maintain the functionality
of our market-based task-allocation mechanism introduced in [14]. While we
redefine the task allocation problem in this section, we do not modify the task
allocation process itself and still fall back to our constraint satisfaction and
optimization-based solution from [13] and [7]. Referring to our multipotent sys-
tems reference architecture (cf. Fig. 2), each αe ∈ Ae can only provide a (phys-
ical) capability cp and participate in a specific plan ρ requiring that capability,
i.e., adopt the role of the associated αρ included in ρ, if all necessary hardware
for cp is connected. Thus, αe can execute, e.g., the capability cp

gasg
for measuring

the concentration of gasg when it has a respective gasg connected. If this is the
case, we add this capability to the set of available capabilities Cae ⊂ C of αe.

In contrast to physical capabilities, virtual swarm capabilities cv ∈ Cv do not
require any hardware. Instead, the parametrization parcv of a specific swarm
capability referencing other capabilities cp ∈ parcv determines whether the agent
can execute cv or not and thus, if the virtual capability is available to the execut-
ing agent or not. A virtual swarm capability cv

pso
, e.g., parametrized to find the

source of a gasg (e.g., a fire) requires the physical capabilities cp
gasg

and cp
mv-vel

(for moving with a given velocity) to be executable. Thus, a cv ∈ Cv is only avail-
able to a αe, if all capabilities included in the virtual capability’s parameters are
also available to the agent, i.e., cv ∈ Cαe ⇔ ∀cp ∈ parcv | cp ∈ Cαe .

To form an ensemble E consisting of executing agents that are collectively
able to execute a certain plan ρ, we formulate a task allocation problem. We
define a task tαρ

i
for each different role of an identified planning agent αρ

i ∈ Aρ
I

that is included in a plan ρ first. Thereby, we generate a set T ρ
I := {tαρ

i
| αρ

i ∈ ρ}
of tasks we need to assign to executing agents for finally executing ρ at run-
time. Besides information on how to execute ρ cooperatively within E , which
we do not further focus on here1, we include a set Ct of required capabilities
in each task’s description. An executing agent αe can adopt the role of a αρ

i if
it has all necessary capabilities available for the respective task, i.e., we require
Ct ⊆ Cαe for the respective role’s task to achieve a valid adoption. If this is the
case, an executing agent αe can participate in the market-based task allocation
mechanism by generating a proposal proαe(t) for that task t ∈ T ρ

I , cf. Eq. (1).
All αe ∈ Ae then send their proposals to the plan’s coordinator. This coordinator
then can select one proposal for every task t ∈ T ρ

I generated from the planning
agent roles αρ

i contained in the current plan ρ to achieve a valid task assignment.
The coordinator can perform a valid task allocation ta for ρ if there exists
an injective function f mapping each task tαρ

i
generated from ρ to a distinct

executing agent αe ∈ Ae, cf. Eq. (2). This executing agent then adopts the role
of the planning agent the task was generated for.

1 We describe how we coordinate plans containing only physical capabilities cp ∈ Cp

in [12] and how we extend that process for virtual swarm capabilities cv ∈ Cv in [11].
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∀t ∈ T I
ρ : proαe(t) ⇔ Ct ⊆ Cαe (1)

ta(T I
ρ ) ⇔ ∃f :T I

ρ →Ae∀tj �=k∈T I
ρ

: f(tj) �= f(tk) ∧ prof(tj)(tj) ∧ prof(tk)(tk) (2)

While this adaptation of the self-awareness of executing agents in the market-
based task allocation mechanism can handle virtual swam capabilities, we need
to perform a second adaptation to also support the agent groups introduced
in Sect. 3.2. For realizing the αρ

∀, αρ
∃, and αρ

{min

max
}, we need to extend the original

requirements concerning the necessary capabilities for tasks t ∈ T ρ
I before we

start the task allocation ta. If the designer addresses capabilities with αρ
∀ in the

plan ρ which we can collect in the set of capabilities C∀, for creating a proposal
an αe needs to provide all these capabilities in addition to the capabilitites each
task t ∈ T ρ

I already requires, i.e., proαe(t) ⇔ (Ct ∪ C∀) ⊆ Cαe (cf. Eq. (1)).
Concerning adaptations of the task allocation, we fortunately can handle αρ

∃
and αρ

{min

max
} equally as we can express αρ

∃ as cρ
{1
1}. For every occurrence of αρ

∃ or
αρ

{min

max
}, we create a swarm task tsw which we collect in a set T ρ

sw. Similar to tasks
t ∈ T ρ

I we request proposals from executing agents for all tsw ∈ T ρ
sw. Further, we

extend the requirements for a valid task allocation to ta(T ρ
I ) ∧ ta(T ρ

sw), where
ta(T ρ

sw) is valid if we have at last min proposals from distinct executing agents
for every task tsw ∈ T ρ

sw (cf. Eq. (2)). To select a range of min and max agents for
every tsw ∈ T ρ

sw, we can optionally accept any further proposal for the respective
task from a distinct agent until we reach the respective limit of max.

4 Proof of Concepts

We demonstrate the new possibilities of Maple-Swarm within an exemplary
HT N consisting of partial plans ρpart1 , . . . , ρpart4 and the plans resulting in dif-
ferent situations for our motivating example in Fig. 11.

In a first partial plan ρpart
1

:= [pws1,pn1] we include in HT N during the
designing process, we initialize the relevant variables in the world state (pws1

sets variables fws to Nil, initializes the area of interest A where 〈0, 0, 40, 40〉
defines x and y coordinates as well as length and width, and F to {}) and direct
the whole ensemble to the center of the forest at 〈20, 20〉 which we want to
survey in an altitude of 50 m. We achieve this by using the physical capabil-
ity cp

mv-pos with the parameter 〈20, 20, 50〉 and addressing the agent group αρ
∀

(commanded in the respective operator included in pn1). If we do not know
any fires located in the forest (i.e., pfire = Nil), we design another partial plan
ρpart
2

:= [pn2,rws2,rp2] to let a swarm of agents αρ
{10

50
} consisting of a mini-

mum of 10 and a maximum of 50 agents execute a virtual swarm capability to
equally distribute in the area of interest (A) with the potential field algorithm
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Fig. 11. An example HT N consisting of situation-aware par-
tial plans for handling the fire-fighter scenario from Sect. 1
including possible plans resulting from executing P (HT N ).

encapsulated in cv
pot

in pn2. We assume,
that the swarm can
autonomously adapt
the altitude for gain-
ing surveillance qual-
ity according to the
amount of swarm
members like it is pro-
posed to be achiev-
able in [20]. We can
achieve such behav-
ior with an appropri-
ate implementation of
the respective swarm
capability cv

pot
(we

explain how we can
achieve this in the
accompanying publi-
cation concerning the
execution of swarm
capabilities [11]). In
that partial plan, we
use the capability cp

dnf

for detecting new fires
(i.e., such not already
included in F ) on the
ground as the param-
eter of cv

pot
to return

the position of a fire
f := 〈fx, fy, 0〉 as
soon as one member
of the swarm detects
a fire. Detecting a
fire then causes an

update of the world state in rws2 that sets the variable fws to the result of
cv
pot

, i.e., fws := f , followed rp2 referencing the only cn in the HT N (keep ara
fire-save). If the ensemble is aware of a fire, i.e., the world state holds a respec-
tive entry and fws �= nil and contains the location of the fire (cf. Fig. 11a), we
design two concurrent partial plans and ρpart

3
:= [pn3] and ρpart

4
:= [pws4-a,

pws4-b, pws1, pn1] we want the ensemble to execute in that situation. In ρpart
3

,
we address αρ

1 to execute a physical capability cp
ext for extinguishing the fire at

the identified location and αρ
∃ to should stream a video from that execution to the

user by executing a respective capability cp
str, parcp

str

:= fws which we include
in an respective operator in pn3. We can thus let the system decide with respect
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to the current availability of capabilities in the ensemble whether one executing
agent αe is sufficient for executing that plan (i.e., αρ

1 = α∃) or two agents are
used instead. As parameter for both, cp

str and cp
ext, the planning process gen-

erates a copy of the concrete position of the fire, e.g., if fws := 〈23, 47, 11〉, we
use the parameter parcp

ext

:= 〈23, 47, 11〉 and parcp
str

:= 〈23, 47, 11〉. We need
that copy because in an the concurrent partial plan ρpart

4
, we add the identified

location of the fire fws to a set of known fires F in pws4-a and then reset fws to
Nil in pws4-b before an other ensemble again executes observe area in the con-
catenated partial plan ρpart

2
. Given this problem domain description, executing

P on HT N and ws thus results in a plan consisting of ρpart
1

⊕ ρpart
2

if fws = Nil
(cf. Fig. 11b) and in a plan consisting of ρpart

3
concurrent to ρpart

4
if fws �= Nil

(cf. Fig. 11c). Besides this exemplary HT N , we demonstrate the functionality of
our approach with video materials and provide our application including source
files for the presented examples from previous sections on GitHub2.

5 Related Work

Some research already exists focusing on the problem of task orchestration for
collectives, ensembles, aggregates, or swarms. A framework providing a script-
ing language for multi-vehicle networks is Dolphin [17]. With Dolphin, a human
operator is able to define tasks for particular robots and teams of robots with-
out explicit knowledge of the concrete implementation of these tasks’ execution.
While a user can define tasks for pre-formed robot teams with Dolphin, it does
not support a possibility for exploiting emergent effects of collective behavior
like, e.g., swarm algorithms can deliver. Further, Dolphin does not include the
possibility for online and situation-aware re-planning that can generate new tasks
at run-time as we support in Maple-Swarm. PaROS [3] is another multi-robot
tasks orchestration framework. It introduces primitives for collectives the user
can define tasks with and let them distribute within a swarm of UAV. Unfortu-
nately, only homogeneously equipped UAV are in the focus of PaROS and there
is no support for multi-robot systems in general. While PaROS does support
some promising abstractions for encapsulating certain swarm behavior in tasks
for groups of UAVs, it does not aim at interconnecting those tasks in complex
programs with parallel, concurrent, alternating, or iterated execution of differ-
ent swarm algorithms we aim for in Maple-Swarm. Further, there is no feature
providing situation-awareness and run-time task generation. With TeCola [16],
users can program missions for heterogeneous teams of robots on an abstract
level. By abstracting the robots and capabilities of robots as services avail-
able to the user, TeCola reduces complexity for coordinating ensembles. TeCola
eases the programming of robot teams with primitives for abstracting robots in
teams and missions but still requires fine-grained management of those during
task specification. Neither collective behavior achieved by swarm algorithms nor
situation-aware task generation is supported by TeCola. Voltron [19] provides
a task orchestration framework for robot teams. While the authors can achieve
2 Materials on https://github.com/isse-augsburg/isola2020-maple-swarm.git.

https://github.com/isse-augsburg/isola2020-maple-swarm.git
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the abstraction of particular robot actions including parallel task execution, scal-
ing, and concurrent execution, by introducing so-called team-level programming,
they lose the ability for controlling and specifying tasks for particular robots.
Up to now, with Voltron a user can not specify collective behavior in the form
of swarm algorithms. While Voltron does include a mechanism to compensate
for failures at run-time, e.g., to maintain the execution of once-defined tasks, it
does not support other situation-aware modifications of missions. There is no
possibility for an autonomous generation of tasks at run-time like we provide
with re-planning in Maple-Swarm. Recapitulating the findings in the literature,
we can see that up to now there exists no task orchestration framework support-
ing all features we integrate into Maple-Swarm. While all presented approaches
deliver benefits for programming collectives, each lacks some aspects that are of
great relevance in our opinion.

6 Conclusion

Performing task orchestration for multi-robot systems is complicated, especially
for domain-only experts. In this paper, we propose our approach for easing this
by extending the task definition layer of our multi-agent script programming lan-
guage for multipotent ensembles with virtual swarm capabilities encapsulating
collective behavior. We, therefore, extended our current approach Maple con-
cerning the graphical task designer interface, the automated planner, and the
market-based task allocation mechanism including the local self-awareness func-
tionality for every robot to Maple-Swarm. Users are now able to address tasks
not only to particular robots but whole ensembles. Thereby, users can make
use of collective adaptive behavior, e.g., of swarm behavior and useful emergent
effects arising thereof. We demonstrated the new possibilities in examples as
well as in the proof of concepts for a fire-fighter case study we provide online.
Our next steps include the integration with our reference implementation for a
multipotent system that can execute swarm capabilities with mobile robots.

Acknowledgement. The authors would like to thank all reviewers for their valuable
suggestions.
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